CAROLINAS REHABILITATION NETWORK

FIRST IN THE WORLD
cancer rehabilitation program accredited by CARF

20+ BOARD-CERTIFIED
physical medicine and rehabilitation physicians

CROSSING DISCIPLINES
Physiatry
Neurophysiology
Biomedical engineering
Sports medicine
Neuropsychology
Orthopedics
Oncology

COMPLEX CONDITIONS
Traumatic brain injury
Spinal cord injury
Parkinson’s disease
Cancer
Brain tumors
Stroke
ALS

CREATED EQUADR™, the first rehab-specific quality database in the US

INCLUDES 39 MEMBER REHAB HOSPITALS across the country — and growing

FIRST PATIENT SAFETY ORGANIZATION dedicated to rehabilitation under the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)

BY OFFERING SPECIALIZED CARE TO SUPPORT THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF FUNCTIONING

12 PROGRAMS ACCREDITED BY CARF
The most of any rehabilitation hospital in North Carolina (Commission on the Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities)

BY ADVANCING CLINICAL PRACTICE THROUGH PEER-REVIEWED RESEARCH

10 YEARS OF PIONEERING STUDIES at the Carolinas Rehabilitation Research Laboratory

75 RESEARCH PROJECTS ongoing and completed

CROSSING DISCIPLINES FOR COMPLEX CONDITIONS

BY SETTING THE HIGHEST QUALITY STANDARDS

THE EQUADR™ NETWORK

BY DELIVERING HIGH-TOUCH SUPPORT THAT’S NEVER FAR AWAY

CAROLINAS REHABILITATION NETWORK

5 INPATIENT LOCATIONS
18 OUTPATIENT LOCATIONS
600 BOARD-CERTIFIED THERAPISTS throughout North and South Carolina

AT CAROLINAS REHABILITATION, WE HAVE BEEN CHANGING OUTCOMES AND CHANGING LIVES FOR MORE THAN 65 YEARS.

LEARN HOW WE OFFER PATIENTS A BETTER CHANCE FOR A MORE COMPLETE RECOVERY.
CarolinaHealthCare.org/RehabResearch

How does CAROLINAS REHABILITATION change patients’ lives?